Attend Complimentary Workshops at IDUG in
Lisbon
________________________________________________
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IDUG in Lisbon will be here before you know it. Register by 14
August to save €225 on registration costs!
Don't miss the following complimentary workshops. Register to
secure your place since there are limited seats.







Db2 12 for z/OS - Migration Planning and Technology
Workshop
Pre-certification Workshop for Db2 11.1 LUW
Pre-Certification Workshop for IBM Db2 for z/OS
IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator Architecture Workshop
Db2 LUW Problem Determination and Troubleshooting
Workshop

President's Letter

Luc Vandaele, IDUG President
Hear from Luc Vandaele in this
month's President's Letter.
____________________________

On the Waves of Db2 12 for z/OS
________________________________________________
Emil Kotrc
Just recently, I came across a video on YouTube about catching
the early wave of Db2 12. As you may have already heard there
are many new features available in Db2 12, such as faster
analytical insights with advanced "in- memory" technology.
Coupled with the new technology IBM announced continuous
delivery of functionality which means that you will get new
functions in incremental updates and it is up to you if you activate
new functions or not -- you'll have such flexibility. I believe that
both DBAs and application developers will benefit from this. Read
the full article.

Db2 12 for z/OS - Catch the Wave Early and Stay
Ahead!
_______________________________________
Db2 12 for z/OS has arrived. Catch the wave early and stay
ahead of the competition with FASTER analytics, SCALE and
SPEED for mobile era -- up to 23 percent CPU savings in-memory
database performance and more.

____________________________

Register for the Upcoming Db2 12 Webcasts
_______________________________________
In the Db2 Webcast Series, speakers will discuss hints and tips,
address some myths, provide additional planning information, and
provide usage guidelines and positioning on new enhancements.
The main objective is to help customers migrate as fast as
possible, but safely.
Learn more and register today.

Hot Db2 Content on IDUG.org
________________________________________________
Catch up with all things IDUG and stay up-to-date on the latest
Db2 trends. Click the links below for a look at last month's hot
topics.






Why pureXML Still Matters
Db2 for z/OS JSON Enhancements and Use Cases with
Watson
XML, JSON and Schemas
An Easier and Faster Way to Update XML Fields - XML
Multiple Update in Db2 for z/OS
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